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In Sweden a special transport system has been developed for transports of nuclear substances
and nuclear waste. This system in itself includes a high security level. Extraordinary
circumstances can give cause for protective police measures and intervention.

In concerned provinces an incident and emergency response planning take place of the police
actions that may be needed at the following types of event:

a) bomb threat

b) attack or threat of attack on transport vehicle

c) demonstrations

If a Swedish nuclear power plant is the subject of a bomb threat or other criminal assault, it is
in Sweden, according to the Police Act, the task of the police to intervene, interrupt criminal
acts and to restore order and security.

The role of the Swedish police as regards the physical protection is, among other things, to
carry out a certain control within protected area by special trained police personnel before a
reactor is put into operation or restarted after revision or repair.

Police authorities that have a nuclear power station within its jurisdiction should establish a
plan for police actions at the nuclear power station in consultation with legal owner or
management of the plant, the Swedish Nuclear Power Administration and the county
administration.

Special training and frequent practice of response personnel is crucial as well as co-training
with key personnel at nuclear power stations.

The National Criminal Investigation Department coordinates and commands police measures
concerning different types of nuclear transports.

Close co-operation with security and operational personnel at the nuclear power stations,
operators of the transport system, the Swedish Nuclear Power Administration and the Swedish
Radiation Protection Institute is very important.
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